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I want to keep my data report's orientation as 'portrait'. I use a data report in a separate project. When I download the Visual .
Sep 22, 2000 We have a old applicaion that has some old VB6 code that creates some reports. It is no longer our business to

support these reports. We have . Mar 1, 2009 Hi everyone, I have been researching the pageset.dll for visual basic 6... no such
luck i can't seem to find a version that is up to date. i'm using vb 6 sp . Jun 16, 2010 I have a vb6 program where I have data

reports. The data reports are landscape oriented . Sep 10, 2001 I have been trying to get the data report in landscape orientation
for the last several days. I will be glad to hear any suggestions from those who are familiar with these. Sep 11, 2001 I have been
trying to get the data report in landscape orientation for the last several days. I will be glad to hear any suggestions from those
who are familiar with these. Oct 19, 2008 I have a VB6 (SP 4) program containing a couple of data reports. When running the

program I get a "Subscript out of range (Error 9)" on the . May 13, 2012 I was informed that I must have SP6 to get
'datareport.orientation = rptOrientLanscape' to work but after updating my vb6 to sp6 . May 15, 2012 I just upgraded my last

Windows OS from XP to Win7 SP1. I have a Data report that is landscape oriented on a Mac using XP. The report runs fine on
my mac but I get an error on my windows 7 machine when I run the report from VB. I have tried an older version of VB and an
earlier version of the.dll file without success. . Jul 7, 2005 I am using VB6.. VBForums - Visual Basic and VB.. First you will
need to register the Pageset.dll on your PC (let me know if you need . Oct 16, 2010 i want my data report to be in landscape

mode. i've read many forums and they suggest to install vb6 sp6. i've already downloaded it from MS . Sep 26, 2000
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May 9, 2018 the . I downloaded the PWSET.SZ and I have to . 16, 2001 it is unable to find the file Pageset.dll. to fix the
problem: Run Visual Basic 6, go to Tools > References. . the . May 9, 2018 pageset.dll. 16, 2001 Visual Basic . Q211412: Do I
need to Download Windows 2000 Service Pack 3 if I Installed Visual Studio 2003? Jan 14, 2012 I also went to my decompiler
and the dll was found in the decompiled version of the program. . 16, 2001 the . May 9, 2018 the . May 9, 2018 getting the dll
file after decompiling the code is easy. Download some decompilers to do the job. Look for "free VB6 decompiler". You must

have a decompiler to create decompiled code and it is used to do the . you Download VC Express (SP4) for VB6. You must
have a copy of VC Express (SP4) for VB6. . you can download the dll from the following link. . May 9, 2018 to follow these

instructions. May 9, 2018 There is a link that provides a set of custom components for vb6. It's called "The VB6 Development
Toolbox" - it can be found at the following address: (accessed 17 . May 9, 2018 Free Download Visual Basic 6 the service pack
is an upgrade to vb 6 and you would be able to view the source of your application and try to . You would want to decompile the
executable code and then try to work on it. If you are in the mood to play with the code, then try to build it and then look at the
generated EXE file in order to analyse what the code does. Once the code is understood, then try to recreate it from scratch, this

would be easier in case of simple applications. Q211412: Do I need to Download Windows 2000 Service Pack 3 if I Installed
Visual Studio 2003? Get Latest Visual Basic 6 Compiler 3da54e8ca3
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